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Abstract—

S

tream ciphers based on Quasi Cyclic Low Density Parity Check (QC- LDPC) code is a good option to reduce
hardware complexity of the cryptosystem. For encryption of data stream ciphers are preferred to block ciphers
because it consumes less power and hardware. As in classical coding theory Quasi Cyclic Low Density Parity
Check (LDPC) codes good error correction performance with low decoding complexity. This project proposes to
design and implement a hardware efficient stream cipher using QC-LDPC codes. The performance of the resulting
system will be compared to the previous stream cipher design using CRC hash.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Hardware complexity and power consumption are important design criteria for hand held devices, sensor
network, smart cards, etc. encryption systems can be built using either block cipher or stream cipher. Stream ciphers
include time varying transformation on individual data bits, whereas block cipher are obtained by applying same
transformation on a group of data bits. Since the security of the block cipher algorithm directly depends upon the
complexity of the algorithm, a good amount of security demands a very complex structure for the encryption system. So
when circuit complexity is not a matter of concern, block cipher can be designed to have better security per key bit than
stream cipher. Since in stream ciphers security is not directly depended on the circuit complexity, for ciphers of low
hardware complexity stream cipher are preferred. Also since the encryption operation is synchronous stream cipher is
just an XOR operation, it allows real-time operation of data, which is essential in multimedia communication.
Furthermore stream ciphers have different implementation properties that restrict the cryptanalyst from performing side
channel analysis.
Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) based stream cipher are the most commonly used stream cipher due to
the low hardware complexity and less power consumption. But the main drawback of that is susceptibility to attack due
to linearity in the structure. So for better security one-way function based stream cipher are preferred over LFSR stream
cipher. Hash function can be used as a part of keystream generators in synchronous stream cipher due to the high security
provided by the one wayness of hash functions. Mainly two hash functions were used for stream cipher design, LFSR
based Toiplitz hash and CRC hash.
In this work the author suggest some changes in the design of recently proposed stream cipher so that the system
becomes cryptographically strong. In this work the CRC hash is completely replaced with QC-LDPC Codes, which
ensures low hardware complexity, less power consumption and high security.
II.
MATHEMATICAL BAGROUND
A) Introduction to QC-LDPC Codes
A circulant is a square matrix in which each row is the cyclic shift (one place to the right) of the row above it, and
the first row is the cyclic shift of the last row.
A QC-LDPC code is given by the null space of an array of sparse circulants of the same size. For two positive integers
c and t with c ≤ t, consider the following c×t array of b×b circulants over GF(2):

which has the following structural properties: 1) the weight of each circulant Aij is small compared with its size b ; and
2)no two rows (or two columns) of Hqc have more than one 1-component in common, called the row-column (RC)
constraint.
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Let gij be the generator of Gij. Once we know, gij ’s we can form all the circulants Gij’s of Gqc . The generator
matrix Gqc is said to be in SC form. The SC form allows us to encode a QC-LDPC code with simple shift registers. An
encoding circuit for Cqc can be devised based on the generators of the circulants in the P matrix of Gqc . Let a=(
a1,a2,a3.... a(t-c)b) be the information sequence of (t − c)b bits to be encoded , then the code word for the information
sequence a is V=(a,p1,p2,... pc)where for 1 ≤ j ≤ c , P j=(pj,1,pj,2... pj,b) is a section of pj parity-check bits. Pj can be formed
with a shift-register-adder-accumulator (SRAA) circuit as shown in Figure 1. To form c parity sections, we need c SRAA
circuits, one for computing each parity section. A block diagram for the entire encoder is shown in Figure 2.

Fig 1. SRAA Encoder

Fig 2. QC-LDPC Encoder

All the c parity sections are formed at the same time in parallel, and they are then shifted into the channel serially. So in
this scheme we need parallel to serial circuit.
III.
STREAMCIPHER DESIGN BASED ON QC-LDPC CODES
Based on the discussions in section II the structure of the Keystream generator of the proposed stream cipher is
shown in figure3.initially the key bits are concatenated with the initial state of LFSRs and are fed to the first input to the
QC-LDPC block. Then this output will be fed back to the QC-LDPC with the next state of LFSRs, which increases the
periodicity of the system

Figure3- proposed Keystream generator using QC-LDPC codes
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose design of a secure stream cipher of low hardware complexity. The proposed method is
introduced as a modification in the design of a recently proposed hardware efficient stream cipher [3]. By introducing qcldpc encoder block in place of CRC. In the final proposed design, the security and periodicity is increased by a large
margin, with less hardware complexity. Since QC-LDPC block can be implemented in hardware using only flip-flop and
logical gates, the hardware complexity is reduced to a great extent. The security of the cipher is increased by combining
the input bits through non-linear Boolean function before feeding into modular division circuit. Thus it becomes
impossible to retrieve the keys through solution of linear equations. The periodicity of the generated keystream is
improved by varying the feedback polynomial of the modular division circuit. The suggested minimum hardware for this
purpose is seen to provide large periodicity and throughput with good security.
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